2016 CQWW DX RTTY Contest
QRM
DX QRM
Really tuff for me...2E0LJZ. licensed in uk Oct 2015...2E0VPW.
Special call for 670 years of Bydgoszcz...3Z670BY. DELTA
LOOP,LW...3Z9K. pse count as Azerbaijan (not Russia)...
4J90HAM. 73 DE RUBEN...4Z5FI. First time for the contest...5W0JHQ. I enjoyed the contest...7K1VKU. Thank you very
much...7L4IOU. I could enjoy the very wonderful contest. Rig is
IC-7600 and ANT is Dipole...7N2UQC. I enjoyed the contest...7N4JXR. Blew a power supply for rig 2 at around 0900z
on day 2...8P2K. FIRST LICENCE 17-06-2014...9A5RPZ. Our
team had 8 young contester in age between 17 and 20...9A701A.
NICE CTS...9A7B. Inverted V Multi Band Antenna YAESU FT897 and ASUS ZENFONE 2...9M4CKB. My Rig: Yaesu FT1000MP and VL-1000 Quadra Linear @ 400 watts. Ants @ 27m
(HF) 2-el Lightning Bolt Quad (LF) Butternut HF2V
Vert...9M6XRO. RIG: Yaesu FT-897 100W ANT: Dipole ANT:
Dipole...9V1XX. I wish I had a better 40m antenna. I saw EU
signals but nobody could hear me...9W6EZ. 2014.9.22...
BI4OJF. First Licensed, 09 January 2014, as CR7AJL TU
73...CR5U. Another good contest. Wked 2x ZL tks guys.
Conditions not soo gud as we expected. Use IC7300 excellent
receiver and 450 Watts and a dipole. Thanks to all for the contacts. best regards and see you in next one. Jose
CT1AOZ...CT1AOZ. Running an Icom IC-7300 @ 100W into a
Dipole Antenna. CU next year. 73...CT7AIX. /QRP/P from
Uruguay (GF25id)...CX7RT. mni tks fr nice contest...D1M. Only
working since 3 months in digital modes. Hoping for a lot of new
band points during this largest RTTY contest of the year...
DF7EF. only a few hours of operation, but have fun... DF8QB.
So often experienced that QRP stations are not allowed...
DH5MM. Sorry, no more time...DJ6TK. ftdx3000 3 el.Beam Dipol
100W...DJ6UP. Tnx for super hospitality by DO3UR and
DG8MG! Setup: YAESU FTDX-3000 (5W), 3 different antennas
(Monoband Dipole, L-Antenna, V-Beam). QTH: bavarian countryside (~ 600m over sea level), 360 degrees free takeoff, S0
QRM Unbelievable what can be achieved with QRP! Many
thanks for all the QSOs during contest! Vy 73 de Philipp...
DK6SP. A part time activity...DK8ZZ. OK3RM double...
DL2BQV. Worked with G5RV 20-6 from balcony. TNX for contacts...DL2FQ. Just few QSOs for testing the software...
DL2RUM. Very nice Contest lot of Ham Spirit with my weak
Signal...DL3CB. With 50 W and Groundplane it was a nice experience...DL3LBP. Fine contest...DL3SYA. CQ-WW-RTTY
Contest is the best, thanks for a great weekend. See you again
next year...DL5HF. IC-7400 80 watts RF, dipole up 10 m...
DL5KUD. I had lots of plans for the weekend, and operating the
RTTY contest was just one of them. But it turned out to be so
much fun that I spent 28 hours on the radio. There was still some
time left for sleeping and outdoor activities, but not too much.
Thanks for an enjoyable contest! MixW V3.2 still is quite a good
contest software...DL5XL. TRX Icom 756 proIII ANT TA756M,
FD4 and Inv “V”...DL5ZB. IC-7000 + GP...DL6NWA.Nice contest, had a lot of fun and a ATNO -)...DL6SFR. vy poor
condx!...DL8OH. Great contest, thanks a lot. Used a KX3 and
a Vertical. 73 Klaus DL8TG/qrp...DL8TG. ROOKIE 28.05.15..
.DM5SB. First License in 11/2014...DO2MRC. CQ World Wide
RTTY Contest Single Band Single Operator Date first licensed
for Class C - December 7 2015 Date first licensed for Class B March 4 2016...DV1YZD. Icom IC-718 Antenna...EA1EPM. 73

TO ALL...EA1HRR. ICOM 706 MKIIG dipolo DX-B Alpha Delta
o hy gain avq 14...EA2DDE. My first cqww rtty contest. Is fantastic, TU to all OM’s 73...EA3FZT. HASTA EL PROXIMO CONCURSO...EA3HKA. FT 757GX , 100w , Moxon ant...EA5IIK.
YAESU FT-897D DIPOLE WINDOM 80 WATT...EA8AQV.
Many problems splatter interference. thanks for the
QSO...EA9CD. ROOKIE LICENCED JUNE 2016...EI7HHB.
Enjoyed the contest. Used N1MM+ Fantastic program...EI8IU.
TNX for nice Contest! CNDX is poor but activity is good...EO25F.
RIG Kenwood TS-2000, PWR 100 W, ANT tribander JP-2000
This time it was probably the worst propagation I have experienced during any contests. Hopefully next year is better...
ES5TF. A FEW MIDNIGHT QS FOR FUN...ES5TV. 73...EU8A.
73...EU8F. RADIO AMATER LICENCE N730240 11/23/2015
FLEX-1500, PA=50W, GP DL2KQ!...EW7BA. TNX...EW8DX.
73!...EW8G. FT-950 - 100W - Antenna center fed and R5...
F1RCH. Always a pleasure to take part in this contest...F4DSK.
THANKS FOR CONTEST...F5KCH. Always a pleasure to participate. 73s Fred...F5NBX. Had fun. See you next year
73...F5PHW. Transceiver - IC751AF 80 Watts CAT controlled
Antenna - Center-fed 2x20m 80 to 10m - GP 20/15/10m - HB9CV
10m Software - N1MM Logger+ V1.0.5924.0 I started Saturday
at 17 The conditions was good on all bands with few south american stations on 10m Sunday afternoon. Thanks to all who
worked me. See you again next year, Bernard...F5RD. The contest was great fun, over 1500 Qs with just my portable equipment. Condx were okay, 15 was great and had a nice 10m opening sunday morning. See you next year!...FM/DD5ZZ. Another
great contest. Fewer first time operators this time so all went
very soomthly most of the time. Some EMC problems which were
not expected...GØBRC. Nice conditions! Used new Comet multiband very pleased.Good luck all...GØCER. Just dabbling in this
one...G3LDI. Operated part-time, but entirely S&P. Did not CQ
once...G3TXF. Correct my call on several QSOs 3 to 6 times but
not all OPs took notice...G8GHD. The RTTY ringing in my ears
hasn’t stopped yet! This is the only contest that I do not use the
cluster/spots, and it was Hard Work keeping the QSOs coming.
FT2000D - backed down to 100w, running cool 80m half-wave
inv.V at 16m - and - HF2V with elevated radials N1MM+ and
MMTTY...G8X. Not a serious effort. I threw up a quarter wave
vertical with two elevated radials for 40m and spent 8 hours in
the contest mainly after the family had gone to bed. Its been
some time since I made a serious contest effort but i did enjoy
it...GM4FDM. Just a part time effort from me in this one, as I
wanted our visitor GUØURR to have some fun. Conditions were
better than expected, but a pity that 10m didn’t open until late
on Sunday...GUØSUP. Kenwood TS850, 100W, 4B GP Tlf/Fldigi/fltiny/TinyFSK...HA2OS. K3 - 100w 3 el yagi GPs...HA6NL. Some very casual operations from home with a 4m
high Dipole...HB9CAT. Prior to depart into our autumn vacation
I only had some hours time to make some QSOs in the CQWW
RTTY contest. Next year I have to plan our vacation
better!...HB9CRV. CONDX IS NOT VERY GOOD FOR SMALL
ANTENNA STATION...HL3AMO. Enjoyed the contest. Due to
time-on constraints decided on a small single band entry and
15M behaved throughout my operation. Thanks to all for the
QSOs and to CQ for sponsoring...HZ1PS. Best 73 de I/HB9TTK
Massimo...I/HB9TTK. Strange propagation on Sunday, not
many US station. Too much “alligator” (operator that use auto-

matic call without listening any reply)...IØYQV.
KENWOOD TS450S 90W...I2XLF. The better and fantastic
Contest...I4JEE. TRX FTDX 1200 ANT R.dipole 10-20 mb, Trap
dipole 4080 Acer 5750G + Windows7 MixW3.2.1 Rigexpert
TI5...IK2AUK. FT991 MAX PWR 50W - MULTIBAND VERTICAL ANTENNA - INV VEE DIPOLE VERY EASY AND SIMPLY
RULES! THANKS 73 GIGI...IK2MXM. Icom IC-735 70W
Windom 80/10 - 3 elem. 20/15/10 RigExpert Standard - MixW
3.1.1h...IK2SBB. It is always a good opportunity to have fun with
RTTY...IK2XDE. Good conditions on 15meters and 20 meters.
Some south America on 10m. Very glad to partecipate mainly
on sunday and just a few hours on saturday. I’m starting now to
enjoy rtty mode/digital modes. Power out was well below 500W,
most time at 400watts out. Antenna 3 el Ultrabeam up 17m., trx
Kenwood TS-590SG, software QARTest...IK4AUY. Come
primo contest in rtty e’ andata abbastanza bene dopo un inizio
disastroso mi sono cmq divertito ci sentiamo al prossimo contest 2017 gd dx a tutti...IK4RVG. TS-2000 95 W ANT.
LW...IN3OWY.Beautifull RTX KX2 5 watt Antenna Prosistel
1524 Vertical NO pwr ampli interface mikroham usb3
keyer...IN3UFW. OB6-3M FT-920...IO9R. Only few hours with
a dipole wire antenna and 50 Watt. 73 de Gianni...ISØXDA. My
first experience in this contest, only 24 hours due to my job. See
you in the next contest!...IT9CTG. 10 meter band closed, only
5 qso. Propagation good in with North America. Excellent personal result obtained with 100 watts and dipoles antennas, and
activities for just 24 hours. Very satisfied the score...IT9VCE.
Rookie - licenced 10 December 2013...IU3BRB. Licensed at
2014-03-01...IU3BSY. 23.04.2014 licenze date...IU4CHE.
2014...IU4DEG. LICENSED IN 2015...IU4FIR. 73 from Sardina
Island...IWØUWE. Great contest, always a lot of participation
and great fun. Congratulations to the organizers...IW1CBG.
Stata divertente per il tempo a mia disposizione...IW4ECF. Too
many problem radio-antenna-pc this time. Murphy win! But CQ
contest must be work in any way...IZØEHL. RTX Yaesu FT897D Ant 18 meters end feed longwire...IZ3XNJ. First time but
sure not the last!...IZ6GVC. 15m CNDX was good...JAØBJY. I
enjoyed the contest...JAØEVI. I enjoyed the contest...JA1AVI.
Rig FT-1000 Ant 5ELE YAGI,DIPOLE...JA1BNW. Better propagation than had been expected. Saturday was nice with many
stations located in high latitude (both EU and NA) coming in very
strong. Geomagnetic storm destroyed the propagation toward
the end of the Contest...JA1BPA. I enjoyed the contest...
JA1CCX. I enjoyed the contest...JA1CUF. I enjoyed the contest...JA1DBG. I enjoyed the contest...JA1DCO. I enjoyed the
contest...JA1EMQ. I enjoyed the contest...JA1EPJ. I enjoyed
the contest...JA1GHR. This contest was in good condition, so
that I could enjoy the wonderful contest...JA1HFY. I enjoyed the
contest...JA1HOM. I enjoyed the contest...JA1MRM. I enjoyed
the contest...JA1SKE. I enjoyed the contest...JA1UOA.
Conditions are getting bad but I enjyoyed the contest...
JA1WWO. I enjoyed the contest...JA1XZF. I enjoyed the contest...JA2ATE. Thanks for the contests...JA2AXB. I enjoyed the
contest...JA2BQX. I enjoyed the contest...JA2CCV. I enjoyed
the contest...JA2HBK. I’m enjoy in the contest.Thank you...
JA2HNP. I enjoyed the contest...JA2HYD. Thanks nice
Contest...JA2IXS. I enjoyed the contest...JA2JNC. Aich
Preficture 20...JA2JWH. I came back...JA2KCY. Good condex
15m...JA2ODB. I enjoyed the contest...JA2QNV. I enjoyed the
contest...JA3GZE. RIG:IC-706 50W ANT:Vertical...JA3JM. I
enjoyed the contest...JA3LEB. I enjoyed the contest...JA3MIB.
Great contest, picked up some new CALLs...JA3QOS. I enjoyed
the contest...JA3UVR. I enjoyed the contest...JA4BEV. I
enjoyed the contest...JA4BXL.I enjoyed the contest...JA4ENY.
I enjoyed the contest...JA4IAQ. All logs except 15m are only for

Check-log. TNX QSO!...JA4OPW. I enjoyed the contest...
JA4RWN. I enjoyed the contest...JA5CBU. I enjoyed the contest...JA7ACM. I enjoyed the contest as wel as last year. Thank
you...JA7LLL. I could enjoy the contest...JA8CEA. Tnx for The
CQWW RTTY DX Contest 2016...JA8EIU. I enjoyed the contest...JA8IDS. Condition of the PC was a bad little communication RIG...JA8KGG. The condx were terrific!...JA9CCG. I
enjoyed the contest...JA9LX. I enjoyed the contest...JD1BON.
I enjoyed the contest...JE1GZB. IC-7300S ANT: 8.5m LW
installed at veranda of my apartment...JE1ILP. I enjoyed the
contest...JE2CPI. I enjoyed the contest...JE2FJI. I enjoyed the
contest...JE3CDW. I enjoyed the contest...JE4URN. I enjoyed
the contest...JE6JAO. Tnx for all stations...JE6JRI. I enjoyed
the contest...JE6PJP. I enjoyed the contest...JE6TUP. I enjoyed
the contest...JF1LMB. I enjoyed the contest...JF1WCK. Thank
you all stations!...JF2FIU. I enjoyed the contest. Thank
you...JF8EPR. FT817ND + End fed long wire...JF8LPB. I
enjoyed the contest...JG1ITH. I am an RTTY beginner and have
really enjoyed the contest...JG2GSY. I enjoyed the contest...
JG2NLN. TNX!...JG2REJ. I enjoyed the contest...JG4AKL. Bad
prop during the contest. Nonetheless, I had fun enough...
JG5DHX. I enjoyed the contest...JH1EYM. TNX ALL FOR FB
QSO...JH1NVA. I enjoyed...JH1OVY. I enjoyed the contest...
JH1TAA. I enjoyed the contest...JH1WOY. I enjoyed the contest...JH1XUM. I enjoyed the contest...JH2LMH. I enjoyed the
contest...JH3BYX. IC-7600M Power down. ANT 10m/15m 4el
CQ OATH: I swer using QRP5W out. QRP WM-2 using...
JH3DMQ. I enjoyed the contest...JH3GMI. Great Contest!...
JH4UYB. I enjoyed the contest...JH5FTY. I enjoyed the contest...JH6QIL. I enjoyed this contest using single loop...JH7IQQ.
I want to do my best on the next time!...JH8CLC. I enjoyed the
contest...JH8CXW. I enjoyed the contest. I can do many QSOs
with DX Station I can do many QSOs with DX Station...JH9CEN.
I enjoyed the contest. FTDX-3000+AMP, 5ele Yagi, DP,
MMTTY...JI1ALP. Licensed 2015.04.08...JI1KLL. I enjoyed the
contest...JI1LET. I enjoyed the contest...JI1TSH. I enjoyed the
contest...JI2IXA. I enjoyed the contest...JJØPJD. tnx...JJ1ENZ.
TNX Very nice Contest!...JJ5HUD. 200W HB9CV...JK1LUY. I
USED POWER LESS THAN 5W THIS 1QSO WAS NO
POINT(CHECKED LOG), BECAUSE HIGH POWER QSO.
21000 RY 2016-09-25 0744 JK1TCV 599 25 DX D66D 599 39
DX 0...JK1TCV. I enjoyed the contest. Everyone QSO Thank
you communicate!...JK2AQT. Thank you very much...JK3NSD.
I enjoyed the contest...JK3RHX. I enjoyed the contest...
JL1DLQ. Rig: FT-2000 Output 100W Ant: 4-Band Vertical...
JL1QDO. I enjoyed the contest...JM1LRA. I enjoyed the contest...JM2LHB. License 04 Mar. 2014 I enjoyed the contest...
JM8FEI. The actual maximum power output used is 5 watts...
JN3DMJ. RIG:FT-2000D ANT:8mh HB9CV DP...JO1SIM. I
enjoyed the contest...JO3EVM. 70 years old...JO3QVT. I
enjoyed the contest...JO7RAA. I enjoyed contest...JP1LRT. I
enjoyed the contest...JQ1COB. I enjoyed the contest...JQ1TIV.
Many thanks for the nice contest...JRØBUL. I enjoyed the contest...JRØGXA. I enjoyed the contest...JR1AQI. Thank you for
the QSOs. TS-680V and a vertical antenna were used...
JR1NKN. I enjoyed the contest by QRP...JR2EKD. I enjoyed
the contest...JR2MIN. TS590 DP, 2ele-yagi...JR2MIO. I enjoyed
the contest...JR2MVC. I enjoyed the contest...JR2PMT. I
enjoyed the contest...JR2UBS. I enjoyed the first RTTY contest...JR4CTF. It was the good condition!...JR4VEV. I enjoyed
the contest...JR7ANB. I enjoyed the contest...JR7IWL. I
enjoyed the contest...JS6SCC. lousy condx for 20 RTTY QRP
from Hawaii...KH6BE. We loved operating here from the islands
and still find some kind of way to learn something new each time
we come down. Thanks to everyone for all of the Qs and Mults.

80M was really bad from the islands. The noise level was high
and the static crashes really made it tough to get any runs going.
The runs we attempted were bogged down with retries so we
just went back to 40 meters. 40M mess, 40 meters was in great
shape. The EU runs were massive which brought the rate down
however we were able to pick off a VU from India which is a nice
from this part of the world. 20M Was the all around work horse
of the contest. We did work an VU and a UN as well but was a
bit easier than 40 meters. The noise level was a ton lower from
here so we really enjoyed the runs to EU and NA. 15M capacity QSO machine. The rates were grat to EU and some NA was
to be had as well even though most was EU in the mornings.
JA's were spotted but not really heard much here. 10M did not
expect much with 10 meters however we did get one opening to
EU around 14z on Saturday morning. EU was very strong and
easy with lots of stations calling. Beyond this opening there was
not much happening here. We had the mult station listening often
but that was the only opening to be had from here...KP2/WE5DX.
I enjoyed the contest. The propagation was unstable...
KU7FM/KH2. Been a long time since I participated in any CQWW
with a high score aim. This time I hope to go high against other
scandinavians...LA1PHA. WIRE-ONLY...LB3RE. First licensed
10. April 2014...LB5HG. 05 de Febrero de 2014...LU7FCL.TS 570. pwr 50 W. LW antenna , tnx for contest!...LY2EW. TS-480
, 50W delta loop tnx for contest...LY5CB. TS-590 set to 5W
QRP and 200m LW...LY5G. Tired, really. But fun :)...LY5W. RIG:
IC-7000 100W ANT: OB16-3...LZ2JA. www.qsl.net/yo3fca/
hstc.htm...MØIPU. Just a fun casual op in free time SnP
only...MØTAZ. Great to see some E-W propagation on
10m...MØTJU. Fun as always, a great contest despite the antenna blowing over and needing repairs midway through 8-)
73...MØUNI. First licensed as M6ESV in October 2014...
MØVSE. K3, KPA500 400W, HP, STEPPIR BEAM, ASSISTED
15M BAND ONLY...M3I. Classic...M5ZAP. Single op, all band
low power...MIØULK. 80m: dipole 40m: dipole - obviously not
working properly 20-10m: Optibeam 2 x K3, MK2R+, 2 x
OMBPF6, INRAD triplexer, Win-Test Frustrated by defective
40m dipole and sixpack antenna switch, but overall enjoyed the
contest. From last year’s score which is EU record, QSOs down
by 1,000 Score is halved Thanks everyone for QSO! 73 Kazu
MJ5Z, MJØCFW, M5Z, MØCFW, JK3GAD...MJ5Z. Enjoyed the
contest 73s...MWØTBI. NO 15M SATURDAY. CLASSIC SECTION GREAT IDEA, TIME FOR OTHER THINGS...MW2I. Rig
IC-7600 80W, Ant R-7000, 3-Band-Dipole (80/40/30) Some
hours of RTTY-fun, mni tnx fer all QSOs! 73 de Chris...OE3CHC.
One step closer to the QRP-DXCC award First licensed 201410-08...OE5TKM. RIG: KENWOOD TS-480SAT, 100W Ant:
Butternut vertical HF6V (10-80m) mounted over ground...
OH0JWL. FT817 TH6DX...OH2DP. Note1! IZ7ZKV gave everybody 59907 Note2! VE9BWK gave everybody 59905 MAR
(Maritime Province?)...OH2ET. 1st licenced 17.08.2015 ANT:
WIRES...OH2EUU. For qrp level no 80 nor 10 mb, also 15 mb
very quiet...OH2LZI. Thanks for the nice contest! I had not
worked RTTY test for a long time. For Marko it was the 1st
ever...OH2T. ROOKIE. Licensed 4. Sept 2014...OH3EPZ. Also
15m qsos in the log but 15m only to checklog...OH8KVY. It was
my very first CQWW RTTY Contest. I had a lot of fun and pleasure with my simple QRP setup. Hope to have more time for
contesting next time. Thanks for ufb contest!...OK1NF. RIG :
Kenwood TS-590S, ant LW 15m...OK1PX. GOOD CONTEST
WITH MANY STATIONS. SEE YOU AGAIN FRIENDS TCVR:
YAESU FT-897d 30 W, ANT: GP, SW: FLDigi 3.21...OK2SWD.
CQWW RTTY DX Contest 2013-09-24 00:00 UTC - 2013-09-25
24:00 UTC Transceiver TS590S ( Power 100W ) Ant. vert. CP6
, FD4 , directional antenna ECO 14-21-28MHz...OK2UHP. Rig

old SoKa FTdx-505, pwr 100 W, ant sloper 41 m and inverted
vee dipole 2 x 5.8 m for high bands...OK5NW. GOOD CONTEST WITH MANY STATIONS. SEE YOU AGAIN FRIENDS
TCVR: YAESU FT-897d 30 W, ANT: GP, SW: FLDigi 3.21...
OK5SWL. Nice number of JA, bad codx 2nd day to US. Tnx for
support from OL7M Policko group!...OK7W. TS 850 S LW...
OM2DT. 73 de Pat...ON2AD. ft-950 + 50w + dipole indoor...
ON2VHF. The PA broke down right before the contest, I was ill,
I had to do family chores, but still I had fun giving out points from
a temporary antenna!...ON4AA. Planned a relaxed S&P participation after being QRV as 5X8C so why not try QRP. Conditions
on Saturday were just too good so got carried away! Sunday
was a roller-coaster with storm on the sun and a small opening
to South America on 10. Always a surprise what you can work
with 5W (KHØ, JA on 40) and what not (Europe on 15). Rig
Software...ON6NL. Enjoyed the contest, good propagation and
worked a lot of new ones on new bands! 5 watts ic703 in mobile
whips on balcony...ON8NT. To little time, but enjoyed it!...OR3A.
Nice contest, condx not too bad. What is the use of high power
when you have no rx?...PAØFAW. This year sometimes using
up to 400 W, giving a lot of trouble with the neighbours so will
have some work to do in the next days. Think I have some time
left from 24 hrs operating time in the classic overlay section, but
500 QSOs is enough for this evening, hi...PAØMIR. TS850sat
5 elm beam 14/21/28 sloper 3.5 mhz vert 7 mhz...PAØTCA.
Mostly handing out qsos. Great WX in PA so only few hours
:)...PA1CC. Nice contest, but limited time. Enjoyed 15 meters
open...PA3DTR. FT 2000 100W ANT...PA3T. First time for me
to participate in an RTTY contest...PA4VHF. Only 1 vertical
antenna...PBØACU. FT857---FB33 FB-33//InV V Dipole FB33-I-MAX2000 vertical FB33---HF6V--InV V dipole 25watts...
PDØME. Tnx fer contest icom7300 steppIR db18e upto 15 mtr
5 w...PDØPIW. Dear OM/YL, All QSO made by me in QRP.
Stationinfo Great to work you all. QSL pse via bureau. Cu all.
73, Adriaan...PE2K. Rig TS590S, average output used 40Watts.
Antenna horizontal multiband dipole 5m over ground, overall
lenght 17m. No propagation/activity on 10m band. On 15m my
antenna didn't work properly. Due to several “social obligations,”
I could take part just a few hours. Nevertheless, I enjoyed this
contest very much. Thanks!...PG1R. Nice contest. Made some
nice DX QSO. Only limit time fer opperate...PH9B. Run for fun!
3 radios in one shack 2*4 meters CU next contest...PI4CC.
Despite rotator problems on both 20 and 15 we had a great time.
Good start of the new season. www.pi4com.nl for the story and
pictures...PI4COM. Vy nice contest to work!...PR2W.
02/03/2015...PU8TAS. One of the best WW RTTY ever for me,
even under so bad conditions. Was amazing to find a lot of brothers on the air. See you next one...PY2NY. 73!...RØCAF. 2013...
R2AHS. Elecraft K2+Wire Antennas Flex-1500+Wire
Antennas...R2LAC. RIG SunSDR-1 PWR 15 W ANT 10/15/
20 m - Dipoles, 40 m - Delta Loop Thanks for a nice contest!
73!...R2OM. Low Power RX/TX Yaesu FT-450 90 wt...R2YES.
FT-DX5000 A4S + W3DZZ Unfortunately three hour could work
only. Thanks for the test...R3BB. 28.10.2013... R3THA.
73!...R7FG. FT1000 MP INV-V...R7HL. TNX 73... R7MM. 201506-30 TNX 73!...R7NZ. KENWOOD TS-590SG ANT GP...
R7TO. 2014-03-13...R9WDV. ICOM-756PROII, AV-620...
RA1ALC. 73!...RA3THN. FT-840...RA3V. Thank you for the nice
contest. 73!...RA3XEV. TNX 73...RA3Z. KENWOOD TS570D...RA4LY. TNX. 73!...RA9AMO. 73!... RA9AU. TS-570
DG...RA9CUU. 100 watts...RA9HM. TNX 73... RA9UEP.
YAESU FT-920 73!...RD1T. GL es 73!...RJ3F. FT-900 50 wt,
ant dipole t2fd...RK3DSW. Thank you for the contest...
RK3DXW. tnx 73...RK4S. 73!...RK9AK. 73!...RL9I. Big Thanks
to Andy UA3DPX for the great opportunity to use his

QTH...RM3F. PWR 50W ANT 6EL 3BAND YAGI, VERTICAL,
INV VEE DIPOLE. My best 73! de: Igor...RN2FQ. TRX - Home
Made, PWR=40W, Ant - Inv. V 3.5/7Mhz, h=10m, l=25m, Sloper
14Mhz, h=25m, l=30m...RN3S. SDR-1000 100wtt AD-335
TB...RN4CA. YAESU FT-950 GAP Titan DX - 8 band...RQ2Q.
FT-950, DELTA LOOP 40...RQ6M. 73!...RT5C. FT 950 14 MHZ4=21 MHZ 5 YAGI 90 WATT...RU3ALR. CHECK LOG...RU4H.
TS590 100 wt, GP VMA-7(40-10m)...RU4LM. 73!...RU9AC. TX
4 Watts Ant Magnetic Loop (indoor)...RV3DBK. Icom 7800 5
watts, Ant vertical ECO...RW3AI. IC-703 3eleYAGI,Dipoles
MMTTY...RW4CLF. FT-1000MP MARK V VL-1000 Quadra 4B
Vertical...RW4WZ. IC 746, LW...RX3VF. TNX 73...RZ9A.
73!...RZ9AD. Killing combination RTTY and QRP. Some of you
guys realy reads great. Using multiband vertical Cushcraft R7000...S51DX. Working from home, with my FT-2000 and vertical antenna, best tuned on 40m. I went for 24 hour period, what
is enough for my working conditions here at home. From time to
time it was crouded, but there was sustainable rate of fair play
on the band. In principle, what I’ve heard, I worked, with exception of few guys with a strong signal, but with ATT turned on
HI!...S51J. FT-1000D (100W) + FT-897. OB16-3, OB7-3, 40m
2el Delta Loop, 80m dipole+sloper. QTH: Mt. Slivnica, 1114m
ASL...S570L. Great contest, great fun with suprisingly long 20m
openings. Already made decisions for next year improvements...S58J. Fun contest. Ran remote could not use RTTY
mode on radio so worked usb/lsb mode. Started late ran 17
hours...SB7W. A very busy weekend. Not many hours for the
contest. I have a celebration for my 60 year old and open my
new garage for my old Mercedes cars. Many friends come for
coffe and a friendly time. But I got a check for my new 80 meter
antenna. A delta loop vertical with tip at 21 meter up in the new
tower (tower 2). I also have a sloper antenna for 160 meter in
the top of tower. Antennas: Tower 1 6-band spider QUAD 6, 10,
12, 15, 18 and 20 meter. Tower 2 Vertical pol DELTA-LOOP and
Sloper for 160 meter. I hope better time next year and more full
computition from me. Best 73 and tnx for the contest...SM4RGD.
Licensed 05.2015...SO7BIT. TX/RX:ICOM 746 100W ANTENA
VERTICAL// 2 EL QQ/...SP1DMD. TRX: Kenwood TS130SE
Ant: Vertical multiband...SP3UIW. TRX TS-820 (MOD) POWER 8 WATTS ANTENNA LW 40 METER...SP4BPH. RIG:
FT-950 PWR: 5 ANT: 2el DeltaLoop...SP4LVK. RIG: FT-991
PWR: 100 ANT: W-8010...SP5GNI. April 2015...SP5JP.
Horizontal Delta Loop, TS940S...SP5PDB. IC 735 100 W...
SP6BEN. TRX FT990 40w W3DZZ...SP9CTS. TRX IC738 40w
ANT 80m - Inv. V 40-10m CP6...SP9EMI. IC7100 Delta for 40m,
on 80m as LW Internal FSK in IC7100 - no using PC...SP9GMI.
TSW850S 100 W DIPOLE...SP9IHP. FIRST LICENSE 14th
October 2014...SQ6KXY. 19.11.2014...SQ7SAU. Rig-IC746
pwr-100Wtts ant-GP...SQ9FMU. VY HARD TO LSN DX DUE
TO QRM...SV1CEI. Tnx for QSOs. High electr. power lines
noise.73 Spiros...SV8CS. I enjoyed the contest in
PALAU...T88ON. 73 & TNX DE...TA1BX. 34940...TA1CH. 73 &
tnx de...TA3MHA. Thanks for contest 73s...TA4PR. My antennas are finally up again and working and this was my first contest for two years. Fine conditions most of the time. New to me
was YB5QZ (Indonesia) on 20m and 7Z1SJ (Saudi Arabia) on
40m. What a great contest. Thank you all who did contact me
and thank you all who did organize this great event...TF1AM.
Tnx all fer Contest, 73 de...UAØAKY. RIG: TS-940V POWER
5W ANTENNAS: 20/15M SPIDER TRIBANDER...UAØSBQ. GL
es 73!...UA1ZJV. Many thanks for the contest! Had a lot of
fun!...UA3IVF. TRANSCEIVER YAESU FT-1011 50 WATTS
DIGI MODE ANT INV 40/80m...UA4HBM. IC-751, LW...
UA4NCI. trcvr IC-706MKIIG antena DIPOL...UA4SBZ. 73!...
UA4SJO. 73...UA4UT. great contest!...UA9MA. Transceiver -

TS-870S (100 Watts) Antenna - Hustler 4-BTV...UA9OV. Icom
IC-718...UN7ZAF. YAESU FT1000MP Asimm dipole 160-10m.
Asimm dipole 80-10m Delta Loop 40 m. IN V 15-20...UN8PA.
SDR...URØHQ. SW2012 20W. (DIGI 10w.)...UR1YDD. IC756PRO, POWER 40W...UR3AC. 05.01 2015. tu for test, 73...
UR3QTN. IC-7600 Ant - UltraBeam, Bazzoka 80m...UR5CN.
MNI TNX FR NICE CONTEST...UR5IHQ. TRX IC-756 PRO II
50W ANT 3 band yagi (20,15,10 m) ANT dipole In-v (40,80 m)...
UR5LY. 19.02. 2016. tu fer test, 73...UR5QSS. CheckLog...
UR6EA. Using KENWOOD TS-140S. Abt. 50 Wtts Ant dipoles...
US6CQ. Nice contest!...US7IB. Good test ! 73 ts-480sat...
UTØFC. TS-2000 +PA 800 ant OB3-11&R9...UT3IJ. TX/RX FT-950, 80W Ant - XL-222...UT3RS. 73!...UT5CW. TRCVR:
FLEX-1500 + PA 100W ANT: IV-80, 40m Vertical Dipole-20, 15,
10m...UT5T. X1M-PT (RX-modif) 4, 5w ANT VERT 40M...
UT5UUV. TS-590S; FD4...UT8IT. 3 els Innovation Yagi (ST-315) 25 m above the ground, Vertical. Less then 5W output! Thank
You for Contest!...UW6E. P.O.BOX 23 M. BEREZHANY,
TERNOPILSKA OBL. UKRAINE...UX7BV. Only had an hour to
play. 73...VA3PC. SCORE SHOULD BE 75% CONTEST CLUB
ONTARIO, 25% YANKEE CLIPPER CONTEST CLUB...VC3S.
Could only participate for a few hours Sunday afternoon. My first
major RTTY contest and it was great fun!...VE3KTB. Great fun
contest. I could hardly stop at 23:59. Thanks for the nice QSOs.
Thanks for the organizers at CQ. 73 George...VE3NZ. Remote
Operation...VE3UTT. As much as I tried only got 1 QSO on
Sunday...VE5KS. No 10 meters at all here north of 53N. Friday
night and Saturday were good for 15, 20 and 40 but on Sunday
only 20 was productive. Small score but fun for all especially our
two newbies...VE5RI. I only participated Saturday on this contest this year. It was Classic Exchange Sunday so I participated in that Contest Sunday, I got most of the QSOs with my venerable old IC-751A...VE7BGP. Thanks to Duane for letting me
use the VE7UF station...VE7KW. RTTY in low power is very difficult but worth the chalenge. Will be there next year for sure,73
daniel...VK4AFU. Poor conditions but lots of fun icom 718 80
watts wire on balcony about 13 feet high thanks to all...VK4BL.
Tks for Great Contest!...VK5GR. Great fun doing this on setup
day at VK9NZ :-)...VK9NZ. A very enjoyable contest although
propagation is not very good...VR2XMT. RIG: YAESU FT2000D; ANTENNA: 20-10M HEX BEAM; POWER: 90W...
VU2MUD. Decided to spend more time in the RTTY version of
CQWW - but missed most of the prime time on 15 and 20m due
to prior commitments. Look forward to spend more time next
year. It was amazing to see 20m and 15m jam packed all the
way upto 150. SO also 40m, I saw some signals above 7100.
Running AFSK Tx on 2Tone running under N1MM, Gritty 2nd
decoder, TS-590SG + AL80B (400 w), 40m 2-el phased verticals, 20m dipole, 15 & 10m fishing pole verticals, all antenna at
60' on a small rooftop. Due to the prime time breaks, decided to
turn this into a mult hunting affair. Worked many good mults on
40m including HP3, C37, FM, FG which are pretty tough from
out here. 20m and 15m sounded unusually loud but could not
spend much time there. Good to hear several VU stations including the RTTY masters VU2NKS and VU2LBW along with a host
of new contest regulars like AE, IBI, MUD etc. Odd one which I
hope hthe organizers will fix - KP4BD was sending his ITU zone
11 instead of CQ zone 08. I logged as sent by him :) Thanks to
all who called in and also decoded my not so great signals. 73
de Prasad...VU2PTT. A recreational effort at best. Still one of
my favorite contests...VY2LI. AFTER FEW MONTHS WITH NO
HAM ACTIVITY I RETURNED TO DO THIS GREAT CONTEST...XE1EE. Very nice rates, only able to work acouple of
hours. Thanks for the Qs...XE2B. Our first experience, really
great -)...XE2N. Bad conditions for this contest, but funny some

times, tnx for QSOs...XE2OK. FT-817ND 5W, Mobile Whip...
YBØANN. My first contest using my own callsign. Hope to work
more on next year...YC3ISB. Licenced Nov 2014...YD1SDL. 1308-2019...YD4GBN. The date of first licensed as amateur radio
member (ORARI) 20 June 2014...YD8GAR. 12 Mar
2014...YG3CNU. 73!...YL2IP. TNX & 73!...YL3FW. 73!...
YO2GL. IC-7000, 100W fsk, downtown 41m N/S sloping wire,
73 Szigy...YO2IS. TS 480sat Delta loop antenna...YO4CVV.
IC7600 + dipole. Tnx every1 for QSO. 73...YO4NF. 73...
YO4RST. Radio: IC-7000 80W Antenas: HF9V Thanks for a nice
contest! I will be back next year, Attila...YO5BYV. Single op all
low...YO6DBL. Yaesu FT-920 5 elm YAGY for 15 m...YO8DHA.
RXTX IC-7400, ANTENNA DIPOLE, 40-WATT OUT, MIX W
2.20...YO9AGN. FT-950 + PA 300W DIPOLE...YP5A. Veri nice
contest!...YT2PFR. 73...YT2U. KENWOOD TS 440S PA=100W
ANT DIPOLE...YU1KT. 04.09.2015...YU4DEY. It’s my first HP
Contest the best contest of the year! 88 from...YV1YLY. HOPE
BETTER CONDX, THNKS TO ALL HEAR ME IN A NOISE. SEE
NEXT YEAR...YV6BXN. Great to be back contesting - Low
Power effort due to amp being broken!...ZS2EZ.

USA QRM
Lot more rude operators this year...AA7UN. Licensed 9-22-2014
// 80m was definitely my favorite band this time, even though I
made more Qs on 20, 80 just seemed to click for me. Might be
the new ant. Thanks to all for their patience...AB3WS. Band conditions not the best...AB5XM. Great contest, I improved from
previous attempt!...AC6ZM. Fun contest, but prop was not too
good on Sunday, especially 15...AC9S. Licensed Nov 2,
2015...AD9LZ. Lot of fun! Conditions were good...AF4RK.
Entering with ROOKIE overlay first licensed Sep 2014...AI6DO.
2016-03-04...AJ2G. GOOD TIME THANX...KØACP. Tremendously fun WW RTTY despite uncooperative high band conditions! I enjoyed each and every QSO. After nearly 39 years in
radio, I am still amazed at the stations that can be worked with
low power and city lot antennas. Great ops out there! See you
next year and 73...KØGEO. Licensed - 02/09/2016...KØNJR.
TS450SAT, OCF @ 45’, AFSK. Second year...K1RCT. 20
meters stayed open late on Friday and Saturday here on East
Coast...K2AL. Date of first license 07-Jul-2015...K2MV. I’m
sorry to be one of those oddball logs, but I started-out thinking
I’d be SOAB(A). But then 26 hours in, a local high schooler
dropped by, and I put him in the chair. In my earlier operating I’d
paid no attention to the band change limitations, and in hindsight
violated them (e.g., making 11 band changes in the 01z hour of
the first day, and 12 band changes in the 10z hour of the same
day). So I think I’m probably multi-unlimited, but feel free to reclassify me as appropriate. Tnx! /Bill...K2PO. K3 @ 5 watts dipole
and tribander...K2YG. This was my first experience with RTTY.
Using my ELECRAFT KX3 and its ability to decode RTTY, I utilized the built in paddle for keying, and let the rigs firmware do
the rest. Truly an enjoyable experience. I’m hooked on
RTTY...K2YGM. Thank you so much for all your hard work
putting these contests on! They are great FUN! 73...>K3DBG.
Big Fun!...K3MJW. The Flex-6700/Maestro combo was supurb!
Great fun...K3NC. One Wire antenna and one radio...K3NDM.
It was an enjoyable challenge to run 5 watts QRP on 40m RTTY
in a Worldwide DX Contest!...K3TW. Operated remote station
located in Jupiter, FL 75 w to 6-BTV...K4RUM. Enjoyed my 2nd
TX QSO Party Contest! Great fun in spite of the poor band conditions!...K4VBM. I heard some great DX and even managed to
work some of it...K4XL. Limited 3 hour effort...K5ND. Limited
time due to business trip and nice weather outside!...K5ZD. RIG
Icom IC-7600 ANT HI BANDS F12 C3 YAGI at 70 ft, LOW
BANDS Used only the RTTY decoder built into the IC-7600 plus

the decoder that is part of the WRITELOG logging program (no
PC). I was impressed on how WRITELOG decodes RTTY signals and checks for DUPES and needed MULTS then you just
click on the call to log it. I used the IC-7600’s programmed messages to answer stations calling CONTEST. I was S&P
only...K7ACZ. No 10m opening so score was down a bit. Great
contest...K7BTW. Might be time to switch from WL to N1MM?...
K9GY. FIRST LICENSED OCTOBER 18 2013...KC1ANM. First
contest in a long time with limited antenna and power...KC2WUF.
First Licensed July 25 2016...KC3HMY. Very good contest...
KC9JBU. LETS GO METS!...KD2IWM. I really enjoyed the
Classic overlay. Not bothering to look at DX Clusters made the
contest much more fun for me. I hope you keep it. Thanks,
Jeff...KD8AJK. 2 El. Steppir, 100W K3...KE1V. To the first 4
contacts, 9A5X, PI4CO, G9V and OP7V I gave the CQ Zone#
as 4 not 5. For IQ1RY and all other contacts, I gave the Zone
number as 5 (State of Maine). I don’t know how you will want to
calculate my score. JAM...KE5ISO. Only a couple hours to put
in, but a fun contest while I was on...KK9EJ. Had fun in spite of
poor condx Sunday and very limited op time both days...KU2M.
I switched to Assisted Mode. WOW! I feels like a Multi-Multi station while working single OP. With today’s technology this is the
way to go. Great run on 20m on Sunday afternoon. ON7 and JA
back-to-back in the log...KU4V. Vertical Dipole / FT-897 /
N1MM+ / MMTTY Many thanks for the Qs. 73 de...KV4QS. Put
on the iron pants this time...N1FF. Only a few hours to play this
year. Thanks for Qs and a couple new entities for me. Hope to
CUL in 2017 for an all out effort...N1IXF. Conditions much better than anticipated!...N1KEZ. 2016 CQWW RTTY
Contest...N4BP. K3, R8, and lots of fun!...N5TU. Ran 2 Watts
to a 20 foot piece of wire thrown into a tree out my window. Band
conditions were certainly not the best, but I had lots of fun, and
was pleased to work a few stations on the elusive 15 meter band!
I am beginning to enjoy RTTY contesting! However, I do think
we should really be using Domino or Contestia or similar modes
instead for our “digital” contesting! 59 QSOs is now my “personal
best” for a RTTY contest, so I have nowhere to go but up! Thanks
to all for the QSOs. GO ARIZONA OUTLAWS! 73, John...N6HI.
Just got the DB-18E up on the 89 foot tower. It played very well.
Next year a full effort!...N6RV. I was targeting 24 hours of operating time, but when I discovered around 1700z on 25th that the
dead tree holding one of my antennas had lowered itself to the
ground, I was forced to take a break and deal with it. Well, I did
as little as possible while rescuing the wire antenna, which, fortunately, suffered no damage! It also seemed like more “one way
propagation” this year than last. I could hear many stations CQs
and QRZs loud and clear, but no response to my calls. :)...N8FYL. We had alot of fun and some good runs. We only ran
25 hours, got off to a late start with software issues, and ended
early coming down with a bug of somekind. All in all I think we
did pretty well for our only 2nd major RTTY test...N8VCF. Coolest
callsign: WHØRU...NA6O. 3Mar2015...NB8F. Not much time to
operate due to work and family obligations this weekend...NF4A.
Go bears...NU6XB. Would have been nice to have 10
meters...NW8F. Worked the contest remotely!...WØJM. Could
only do 8 hours this year. A few points for the club...W1ZD. USED
IC-7851 THIS CONTEST AND WAS AMAZED BY SELECTIVITY OF NARROW ROOFING FILTER...W2YR. 07/14/2015...
W3LES. 01/13/2016 I’m 13 years old and this is my first contest...W3RPH. Great contest! Thank you all for your answering
my calls...W4GE. Using IC-7300 with decoder. First RTTY since
’70!...W4GHV. Thank you. 73 -John...W4HVH. Looking forward
to CQWW SSB and CQWW CW this fall...W4MLB. Thanks for
the Qs. 73, Vic...W4VIC. TS-450SAT 50W G5RV 30’ N1MM+
MMTTY WIN XP...W6JBR. Condx getting worse and score is

dropping, but still lots of fun!...W6QU. Thanks for the QSOs. 73
de Joe...W6RLL. 100W to wire Moxon Rectangle suspended
between two trees. Good band conditions Saturday, fair on
Sunday...W7XZ. IC7300, Qso King New Radio, New Antenna,
Old Operator...W8AKS. The two weeks prior to contest I did a
major tower/antenna project and finished on Friday morning just
before contest date. O that Thursday I got a cold so by contest
start time I was in poor shape. I am still amazed at what a 2 el
beam at 70 ft can do on 40. 73 BoB...WA1FCN. Hope using “DX”
for contacts outside W/VE is the right way to do this.
Cheers...WA7KPK. Operated “Portable” from RV Park...
WB2COY. HAD FUN IN MY FIRST CQ WORLD WIDE RTTY
CONTEST! THANKS FOR THE QSOs!...WB9TFF. Two trees
and some wire...WD5DAX. I consider this the first contest of the
season. So everybody welcome to contest season! Yea baby,
after a long drought DX and contest season has finally arrived!
Oh and the band conditions, well they could be worse? but not
by much, and we have all seen them a heck of a lot better. For
those who know how to wait there were some openings to

Europe. Fifteen meters actually opened up to South America
and Asia late in the contest. No equipment failures here which
was nice. Strictly QRO here though. With Fall in the air, no need
for a heater as the Alpha kept the shack nice and cozy. I did end
up with about half the QSOs I was shooting for. And if I hadn’t
violated the first rule of contesting (Keep your butt in the chair!)
I might have done a lot better. I will attribute that to my advancing age which is a wonderful universal excuse! Now if I can get
the sound of RTTY out of my head, which will probably take a
week, I will feel a lot better and get ready for the next big one;
damn how I hate the thought of a phone contest! For me, a couple 807’s and and to bed. Hope you did better than me! 73, CU-in the next one:-)...WO7V. This is another WQ6x operation
from W7AYT's QTH. Cabling problems and poor space WX conditions made for a LATE start and dismal results. You can read
more about this event at http://WQ6X.Blogspot.com...WQ6X.
First time in the WW RTTY version for me. Lots of fun!...WUØB.
ROOKIE FIRST LICENSED JUNE 16, 2014...WU6K. First
Contest after 2 year lay-off FUN!...WU6W.

